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Get Involer for nearly 70% off - one day only on MacZOT
Published on 04/30/09
The Dream Apps today is offering their popular simple invoicing application Involer, for
nearly 70% off at MacZOT! on May 30th. Involer is designed with simplicity and ease of use
in mind, it's one of the most simple, and easiest to use on the Mac. Involer is designed
with simplicity and ease of use in mind, it's one of the most simple, and easiest to use
on the Mac. Get a full license for the Involer application for a highly discounted price
through this exclusive promotion via MacZOT!
Corby, United Kingdom - Involer is designed with simplicity and ease of use in mind, it's
one of the most simple, and easiest to use on the Mac. Involer has support for multiple
companies and clients and can export invoices with a single click. With its sleek and easy
to use interface invoicing has never been this easy. Involer allows you to manage past an
present invoices, search through an archive of your invoices and track which clients are
up to date with their payments. With design and ease of use in mind Involer 1.0 has been
described as "Drop dead easy to use." by its users.
What are the features of Involer?
* Pre-formatted Invoice Printing
* PDF Export
* Invoice Archiving
* Multiple company/client support
* Customizable Invoices
* Automatic Updates
* Invoice archive live search
* Automatic live invoice totals
* Universal currency support
* Paid and Unpaid Invoice Tracking
* Tax Support.
* Logo Support.
* Invoice filtering.
* Auto-Generated Invoice Numbers.
* Invoice Notes and Memos.
On May 30th 2009, you can get a full license for the Involer application for the highly
discounted price of $10 USD (Usually $29.99 USD) and this promotion is available
exclusively via MacZOT! Involer will remain discounted at this rate for only 24 hours, so
if you want to get the product at the discounted rate you will need to act fast.
Involer Promotion:
http://maczot.com/
Involer:
http://the-dream.co.uk/involer/
Direct Download Link:
http://the-dream.co.uk/download/involer/

Located in Corby, United Kingdom, The Dream is a small software development company
founded in 2003 by Christian Owens. Over the years the company has grown from not only
designing websites, to creating websites and award winning Macintosh applications. The
work done by The Dream is often featured on design inspiration websites and our apps have
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been featured in magazines such as WebDesigner Magazine, MacFormat and Mac Life.
Copyright
2003-2008 The Dream Apps. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iSight and Shake are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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